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From the Editor…
Yes folks…there’s an issue missing! During 

October the staff absconded and went on 

holiday… all of them.  From what I can make 

out there was drink, sun burnt bums, casual 

carnal interactions, gambling and absolutely 

no sailing. I would tell you some of the stories 

but as the tee-shirt of one smart Alec I met 

recently proudly announced… “What goes on 

tour, goes on facebook”… so you can look up 

the high jinks for yourselves. 

The good news is that everyone is now back at 

their desks and the little fingers of our staffers 

are just a blur as they hammer out articles for 

your information and entertainment.

In this issue we have some cerebral sustenance 

from Hugo, a report from The Legends and 

NSW State Titles, membership issues, the start 

of the ODR Sprint Series; and the date for the 

J24 Christmas Party.  Bigger than all of those is 

the announcement of our very first corporate 

day.  Lend Lease are the company involved and 

our thanks go to Rowan Pollard for bringing 

this one to us on Friday November 26… put it 

in your diaries!  This is probably the most 

important date between now and December.  

Again, thank you Rowan!!

Summer is upon us, the racing season is under 

way, there’s a ton of excitement and fun in 

front of us.  Blue skies above, sails full of wind, 

racing our J24s inches apart, cold beers 

afterwards, stories and jokes all in the best of 

company and with the finest of people.  From 

the hearts of all involved with the J’s, enjoy 

every minute, every race and everyone that 

sails with you and against you.  Love it all 

every time you take your girlfriend or wife  

(don’t take them both at the same time) (er, 

that also applies to husbands and boyfriends), 

your mates or your family for a sail. Embrace 

every moment of sailing to Williamstown or 

Docklands or Mornington to camp aboard.  Or 

dropping anchor, going for a swim, having a 

picnic and sipping wine… and then laugh as 

you imagine trying to do that on an Etchell or 

an SB3 or an Elliot 7, or an 11 metre One 

Design, or a Flying Fifteen or a Meleges 24. 

Doug MacGregor  .  Editor 

news.vic@j24.com.au

Gosford 2010
by Doug MacGregor

‘I’d forgotten what pigs J24’s are to sail.”  

Charming!! That quote comes from Legend 

Chris Links who skippered my boat, Crackerjack, 

in The Legends Regatta held at Gosford SC.  He 

also made another quip about how he missed 

his canting keel from Wild Oats!! 

The Legends was an outstanding two race 

regatta. Hard driving rain, gusts of wind at 

every speed and direction in the book, and the 

first top mark in race one made a bun fight 

look like afternoon tea time in a retirement 

home. My thought at that moment was ‘I hope 

he’s not planning on taking my precious wee 

boat into that mayhem’… well, he was and 

he did!  He wove the boat, on port tack, 

through the chaotic traffic with millimetres to 

spare… I can’t give you a full description of 

his sailing technique as I was on the rail with 

my eyes shut… very tightly.

As you are no doubt aware, each boat was due 

to be skippered by a legend.  However, there 

weren’t enough legends to go around which 

meant some boats had their usual skipper on 

the helm. All through race one my crew kept 

saying ‘look at the legend on Simon’s boat…

he looks just like Simon… astonishing!!’  As 

we crossed the line we saw that it was indeed 

our very own Simon Grain at the helm of 

Make My Jay and he’d humped the entire 

Legends fleet to win… whilst taking a 360 

along the way.   DO NOT ask him about this 

incredible result or you’ll be there for hours… 

and hours!!

Race two involved the normal windward 

leeward J24 set up, but the last leg was a chase 

up the inlet, back to the finish line in front of 

the clubhouse.  For most this meant a 

reach… or at least that’s what it was the way 

we sailed it… I mean Chris Links sailed it.  

And Lordy did he make Crackerjack fly!!  We 

turned the bottom mark in third last position 

but we sailed up, through and over a load of 

boats to finish 11th again.

I have only been sailing since October 2006 

but I will say this: I have never seen Js driven 
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as hard as they were in those two legends 

races.  Often a cigarette paper wouldn’t 

separate the boats, there certainly was no 

quarter given and there was courage that was 

as infectious as it was awesome. Hugo Ottaway 

described this regatta and these NSW State 

Titles to me recently as a defacto Australian 

Championships. It bloody well felt like it!

So… what did I learn from Chris Links?  Too 

much to go into here and on top of which he 

had tips for each crew member and their onboard 

roles… tell you what; buy me a beer (or a dram 

if you prefer) and I’ll share one or two things.  

But just to keep you going… what springs to 

mind the most is… sail that boat on its f***ing 

ear all of the time and take no prisoners!

Gosford Results
We usually leave the formal results to those 

who run the national web site but since the 

writers here are feeling refreshed and happy, 

and kind, after our break, we thought we’d 

give you the results for the Victorian boats. We 

must of course mention that Sean Wallis won 

the title.  Since the Nationals in 2010, Sean 

has won every J24 regatta he has entered, 

giving him 2 National Titles, one NSW title 

and one Asia Pacific title.  This record sets him 

apart and firmly establishes him as the man to 

beat.  Can anyone do that?

RESULTS 
NSW State Titles (27 boats)

2 Pacemaker

5 Vice Versa

11 Make My Jay

13 Kicking Bottom

22 Crackerjack

The Legends Regatta (22 boats)

Race one. Andrew Short Memorial Trophy

1 Make My Jay

4 Pacemaker

6 Vice Versa

11 Crackerjack

18 Kicking Bottom

Race Two. Ian Bashford Memorial Trophy

1 Pacemaker

2 Vice Versa

10 Make My Jay

11 Crackerjack

18 Kicking Bottom

As an association we have a lot to be proud of: 

five boats showed great tenacity to make the 

long journey North.  This effort is further 

underlined when you consider that both Ron 

Thompson and Hugo Ottaway had to borrow 

trailers from NSW and get them back to 

Sydney after the event.  Unbelievable 

commitment lads, well done!

Go Sailing!
Many thanks from all of us who didn’t or 

couldn’t or chose not to help out at this event 

held on Sunday 7th November. This reporter 

turned up around 3pm to find that the ship 

had been largely manned by Ron, Simon, Lisa, 

Sarah, Michael and Mark. Fantastic effort! 

25-35kt winds mean that the ‘on water’ part of 

the day was cancelled but that didn’t stop our 

representatives collecting names and contact 

details for a heap of people interested in, at the 

very least, sailing on a J24 sometime soon. 

Where would the class be without this kind of 

dedication…?

ODR #1
Some of you may have actually read the emails 
that were fired around after the sad start to the 
season.  Only 3 boats officially entered and 
only 5 on the water… from a fleet of 13.  
Apathy is not pretty and, to be blunt, it is poison.

Simon Grain has been on the sailing 
committee at the club punching and shouting 
for the J24s and he’s got us everything we 
wanted.  More club starts, more race days, more 
hard stands… then we make him look silly, 
and the rest of us look like spoilt children who 
can’t be bothered to play with the toy that we 
cried and cried for.  It is of course fair enough 
if you can’t make it on the day but really 
there’s no excuse for not entering.  It won’t be 
long before SYC are saying to us use it or lose it.

ODR #2
A stronger turn out than the first ODR saw 
eight boats on the ferociously contested start 
line but there was still way too many J’s on the 
hard stands.  Three races in southerly winds 
that seemed to have fairly large pockets of 
nothingness behind the gusts.  I know on 
Crackerjack (that’s the last mention!) we 
changed gear more times than Barry Humphries.  
Make My Jay (The Legend Crusher!) had one 
win and Pacemaker had two.  There was never 
very much separating the pack and it was 
great also to see Gridlock and Get Smart, our 
new boats, out there mixing it.

Let’s make it a full house for the next ODR…
remember Peter Moulang offered to shout 
every crew a beer each if we got 10 boats on 
the water… with the proviso that he does well 
in the spring Carnival.  GO YOU GOOD THING!

ODR #3 
This was due to be run by Brighton YC.  To the 
chagrin of all concerned, communication got 
a bit wayward and unfortunately saw the J24’s 
having to withdraw. To the best of our 
knowledge it always was a one-day event, but 
on the Tuesday before the regatta we were 
informed it was in fact a two day event.  
Perhaps this reflects that too much work is 
getting left to too few people? 
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Get Smart
The newest boat on the block.  May I offer a 

big welcome to Adam Evans the owner and 

skipper of Get Smart.  A sailor of huge talent 

he has already beaten some of the top skippers 

we have in our midst and is set to make the 

ODR Summer series more of a contest than it 

has been more recently.  I am sure the state 

titles will be a whole new ball game also!  

Arguably most important of all, there’s no one 

on board over 30 years old!!  Don’t be shy 

folks, introduce yourself to the man, wish him 

well and make him one of us… mind you, 

he’s been sailing on Pacemaker for a hundred 

years, so he already is!

Interesting J Facts
Did you know that it is against the J24 rules for 

crew to swing or apply crew weight to the 

shrouds in order to tack or turn the boat?  Put 

your hand up if you feel guilty…

J Quiz
How many fire extinguishers should you have 

on board a J24 that sails in Victoria?  1?  2?  3?  

22? None of the afore mentioned?  Send your 

answers to me at Hit The Mark! (written on 

the back of a 20 dollar note).

Hey Up!  T’Committee 
wants a word
Your new committee now looks like this:

Luke Matthews  President

Sarah Thompson  Vice President

Ron Thompson  Secretary

Kirby O’Brien  Treasurer

Mark Houghton  Ordinary Member

Michael Lewenhagen  Ordinary Member

Doug MacGregor  Ordinary Member

Memberships
There are now 13 J24s but only 31 members 

have paid their subs… GO FIGURE! We are 

about 34 memberships short if you can’t.  

Come on folks. If you haven’t sorted this out 

please do so at speed.  Contact Sarah Thompson 

and get up to date.  No one wants to apply the 

‘no subs no sail’ rule but eventually it will 

come to that.  Also if you have what could be 

called casual crew members please note that 

after sailing with you 5 times they really should 

be joining the association… it’s only $50.

Christmas Party!!!! 
November 28th (right after ODR#5,   

at Michael’s place)  

Grab your mistletoe, put on your Santa outfit, 

bring your bathers and get ready to play with 

the reindeer! The Christmas party will kick off 

at Michael Lewenhagen’s place, 63 Park Street, 

St Kilda, as soon as we get there after our one 

design sprint race, held that morning. As well 

as the usual party nonsense the long awaited 

Worlds Debrief will finally take place.  Hugo 

and Robyn will take their briefs off and tell tall 

tales of their adventures in Sweden.  Added to 

which there will be a couple of short shorties 

from The Legends Regatta.  Friends and family 

are welcome… no kids though!!  Mike doesn’t 

have a pool fence!!

NOW THE IMPORTANT BIT…
RSVP your response to the above invite to 

sarahthompson2001@yahoo.co.uk
…NOT any other address... ONLY that one!!!

Roll up; Roll up,    
for the mystery tour…
On the weekend of the 2nd and 3rd of April 

there will be a Mystery Passage Race for the 

J24s… there will be an NOR available nearer 

the time. We will be sleeping on board and 

sailing home on the Sunday. If you can’t make 

it you are welcome to join us at whatever 

hostelry we commandeer for the Saturday 

night. Bring your sleeping bag, pick a boat… 

I think the record is 12 on board a J!! Or, if 

you’re a softy I am sure there’ll be hotels of 

some description in the area.

Lend Lease
J24 Corporate Day
Rowan Pollard, skipper of Two Dogs has 

brought a corporate day to the J24s.  Well done 

mate and a big thank you!  Lend Lease is the 

company involved and so far we have 6 boats 

ready and willing to take part. Roughly 

speaking the format will be basic training/

induction in the early part of the day and three 

or four races in the afternoon.  After which 

there will be much mirth and merry 

making… er, and food and grog.  The 

Association stands to gain around $600 per 

boat used so please get your hand up and get 

involved.  We may need starters on ducks, 

assistance laying marks, and other help. 

Please, again, don’t be shy.  Let’s give these 

people a day to remember.  The proposed date 

for this is Friday 26th November.
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Important Dates
ODR #4:  14th November

ODR #5:   28th November (and Xmas party!!)

ODR # 6:  12th Dec (the last before Xmas… 

 and sees 60% of the ODR Sprint  

 season completed)

A Twilight Story
Thursday 4th November.  Twilight Race.  All is 

quiet as studious skippers prepare there 

various vessels.  Crews calmly meet and greet 

then turn to their duties.  The calm of the 

evening is as normal… cue loud rock music 

and the crew of Get Smart, cue smiles on all 

around, cue sailors pointing to the J’s, cue 

ATMOSPHERE, cue fun… BIG 

fun!  And, the music was louder 

on the way back!!  Fantastic job 

Adam!!

Food for thought
by Hugo Ottaway

Whilst its hard to quantify, the proof may just 

be in the pudding.

I have noticed an increase in awareness of all 

things J24 in this country, and while we may not 

be getting direct feed back, I’m sure we are 

raising our profile in the competitive area of 

One Design in this country. By comparison, 

classes that we compete against for market share, 

SB3, Thompson 7 and others are hardly heard 

of. In the mind of the prospective purchaser of 

a competitive one design boat the, J24 is now 

positioned well along side (thats right... not 

against) the Etchell class. We have a point of 

difference with the Etchell, we appeal to women 

in sailing, and sailors who want more from 

their boat than just racing against the same 

boats around the same cans, with the same boys.

I accept that the class has done a massive job, 

self promotion with flags and J owners 

attending the Sandy Open days, (this weekend) 

do enormous amounts to keep our class 

relevant. The benefit that The Legends Regatta, 

which brought many old J sailors, who had 

drifted off, back to do the regatta cannot be 

measured. But rest assured, they will ALL speak 

about their inclusion in the list of J Legends.

The class has grown, and with this, is our 

bottom line, more boats = more members = 

more money to promote the class. So I suggest 

that the delicate mix of promotion, might just 

be working for us. I know that a decision 

regarding the continuation of the Sailing 

World promotion is due some time and I 

suggest that all of us think about what it 

might just be doing for us. Our inclusion in 

the On line Sailing World .com, I is suggest is 

doing us a lot more good than harm (the cost).

Hugo.

Note from the Editor.
Let’s hear it folks. Does Hugo have a point? 

Does his pudding pack a punch? Send your 

thoughts to Hit The Mark!
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